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Abstract Many image segmentation techniques are available in the literature.
One of the most popular techniques is region growing. Research on region
growing, however, has focused primarily on the design of feature extraction and on
growing and merging criterion. Most of these methods have an inherent depen-
dence on the order in which the points and regions are examined. This weakness
implies that a desired segmented result is sensitive to the selection of the initial
growing points and prone to over-segmentation. This paper presents a novel
framework for avoiding anomalies like over-segmentation. In this article, we have
proposed an edge preserving segmentation technique for segmenting aerial images.
The approach implicates the preservation of edges prior to segmentation of ima-
ges, thereby detecting even the feeble discontinuities. The proposed scheme is
tested on two challenging aerial images. Its effectiveness is provided by comparing
its results with those of the state-of-the-art techniques and the results are found to
be better.
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1 Introduction

Image segmentation may be defined as a process of dividing an image into a
number of non-overlapping meaningful homogenous regions. It has numerous
important applications including object detection, object representation, robotics,
and land cover analysis. Segmentation of aerial and satellite image is one of the
most important tasks in computer vision. Few popular existing segmentation
techniques include thresholding-based, statistical-based, and region-based seg-
mentations [1].

In thresholding-based segmentation scheme, an image is divided into a number
of segments by defining some threshold value. Thresholding is a well-known and
simple approach for segmentation. As the computational complexity is low,
thresholding-based schemes are considered for real-time computer vision systems.
A simple approach of determining the threshold value/s is by analyzing the peaks
and valleys of the histogram of the image frame [2]. A hierarchical satellite image
segmentation technique is studied by Peak and Tag [3]. However, since thres-
holding-based segmentation scheme depends on the gray-level information of a
scene, segmentation result obtained from this scheme provides disconnected
segmented regions rather than a connected one.

Markov random field (MRF), a well-known statistical model, provides a con-
venient way to model contextual features [4] of an image such as image gray
values, edge, and color. A robust use of MRF theory in segmentation of satellite
image is proposed by Berthod et al. [5], where MRF is used with three deter-
ministic relaxation methods and are found to be much faster. However, it may be
noted that MRF-based segmentation scheme inherently depends on the assumption
about the data distribution, and hence, accuracy may degrades in real-life scenes.

In this regard, it is observed that region-based segmentation technique is one of
the popular image segmentation techniques. Region growing technique is simple
and can segment different image pixels that have similar properties to form large
regions or objects/background [6]. Research in region growing methods of image
segmentation has focused either on the designing of feature extraction and
growing/merging criterion [7] or on algorithmic efficiency and accuracy [8]. A
modification of region growing technique for image segmentation can also be
found for aerial image application [9].

In the proposed scheme, we have provided a novel aerial image segmentation
technique using edge preserving region growing technique. The approach impli-
cates the preservation of edges in the segmentation of aerial images. In the pro-
posed scheme, we have considered the advantage of local histogram of the
considered aerial image. From the local histogram, we computed three contrast
features: local contrast (L), region ratio (R) and edge potential (Ep). From these
three features, we compute an edge function at each pixel location of the image
[7]. The computed edge function of the complete image is thresholded with Pun
entropy [2] to obtain the seeds for region growing. The region growing scheme is
followed to create the segmentation map of the considered image. Since the
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considered segmentation scheme relies on the edge function, the segmentation
output gives an edge preserved segmented map rather than over-segmented result.
The proposed scheme is tested on two challenging aerial images. Its effectiveness
is provided by comparing its results with those of the conventional region growing,
edge preserving mean-shift, and MRF-based segmentation techniques, and the
results are found to be better.

2 Proposed Edge Preserving Region-Based Segmentation

The proposed scheme is an efficient application of the idea floated in Kim et al. [7]
for aerial image segmentation. In the proposed scheme, initially we plot the local
histogram at each pixel location considering a window/mask around it. From each
local histogram, we compute an edge potential function. Then, the computed edge
strengths are thresholded with Pun entropy [2]-based thresholding scheme. The
edge functions which are below the selected threshold are considered as seed
points; and region growing scheme is started from the above seed points to seg-
ment the input image. In the subsequent parts, we have clearly described each
block.

2.1 Local Histogram Creation and Calculation of Edge
Potential

We have implemented a histogram-based edge detection algorithm for our work.
In this regard, initially for each input aerial image, a window/mask of size
n 9 n (where n is considered to be 7, 9,… and is selected according to the size of
the image) is chosen.

In the above process, we assume that the local histogram is bimodal and we
calculate the major valley and two major peaks on both sides of the major valley.
The use of these three parameters of the histogram help in calculating three
contrast measures that gives the edge information of the pixel at that location. The
considered contrast measures are as follows:

2.1.1 Local Contrast

Local Contrast can be defined as the variation in the intensity of the desired region
from the intensity of its neighborhood. The contrast is one of the good descriptors
of the edge in the scene. We calculate a local contrast between two or more distinct
regions based on the image histogram as follows: vi is considered to be the major
valley point, and L1 and L2 are the intensity level at the maximum peak on the left
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side and right side of vi, respectively. We may calculate the local contrast at any
pixel location by considering L1, L2, and vi, as in [7],

L ¼ L2 � L1: ð1Þ

2.1.2 Region Ratio

Distinctiveness between the two regions depends on the area of the two regions,
and this effect is termed as aerial effects. The ratio of these two regions also gives
variation of one region from another. For any bimodal distributed probability
density function (pdf), the region ratio (r) is defined as the ratio of the minimum
area to the maximum area. This can be defined as [7]

r ¼ R1

R2
; ð2Þ

where R1 is the area having less size and R2 is the area having more size (from
pdf).

2.1.3 Edge Potential

Similarly, we have computed the local edge potential function as in [7]

Ep ¼ Min h1; h2f g�hvi ð3Þ

where h1 is the maximum peak on the left side of the local major valley, h2 is the
maximum on the right side of the local major valley, and hvi is the probability at
the local minimum vi,. The edge potential gives variation of the majority peaks
from its desired or important region defined over small neighborhood. This also
describes the contrast of a region in an image.

2.1.4 Edge Function

We define an edge function for the analyzed parameters L, r, and Ep to obtain the
edge information using the defined parameters as follows [7];

E ¼ wl

Li

Lmax

þ wr
ri

rmax

þ we
Epi

Epmax

; ð4Þ

where wl, wr, and we are the weighing factors and are set to 0.33. The other
parameters are considered to be
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Lmax ¼ 255; rmax ¼ 1 and Epmax
¼ 0:5:

The image obtained by using the above-described algorithm is found to produce
prominent edges with less noise as compared to the results obtained by Sobel and
Laplacian edge detection techniques.

2.2 Seed Point Selection

For any color image, we take the maximum value among the computed edge
information E (from the three R, G, and B planes) as the edge response at the given
image. However, the image obtained by the process may contain noises, i.e.,
unwanted edges, thus in order to enhance edge features the image is segmented
using region-based segmentation. In this work, all the pixels are quantified by the
predefined quantification level with the acquired edge information map.

In this regard, we initially set a proper threshold value T by Pun’s entropic
thresholding [2]. The pixels edge values less than T are considered as the initial
seed points for region growing.

2.3 Region Growing Segmentation

In the region growing algorithm, we start off with the selection of seed points. The
seed points are selected with some predefined criteria. These seed points act as the
initial points of different regions available in the considered. As the region
growing process starts, the neighboring pixels of a seed point from a particular
region are tested for homogeneity and are added to a that region. In this way, each
pixel in that image is assigned to a particular region in the segmented image. After
region growing is over, region merging is performed; different regions of the
image are merged to a single region with some similarity criterion.

3 Results and Discussion

The proposed scheme is tested on different images; however, for space constraint,
we have provided results on two benchmark aerial images. To validate the pro-
posed scheme, results obtained by it are compared with those of the region
growing [1], mean-shift, [10], and MRF-based segmentation [5].

The first example considered in our experiment is San Diego North Island NAS
data set, a 512 9 512 size image, and is obtained from SIPI image database. The
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original image is shown in Fig. 1a and the corresponding manually segmented
ground-truth image is shown in Fig. 1b. The conventional region growing tech-
nique has produced a segmented map as shown in Fig. 1c, where it is observed that
many details in the image are missed and many places are over-segmented into
multiple classes. The result obtained by the mean-shift segmentation technique is
shown in Fig. 1d. It is observed from this result that many parts are over-seg-
mented and most regions in the image are split into multiple classes. Hence, there
is a higher misclassification error. The result obtained by the MRF-based seg-
mentation scheme is shown in Fig. 1e. Due to large noise and blurred boundary,
many false alarms are obtained in the image. The result obtained by the proposed
scheme is shown in Fig. 1f. From this result, we can summarize that the results
obtained by the proposed scheme have provided a better segmentation map than
the other considered techniques.

The second aerial image considered in our experiment is Stockton date set, a
1,024 9 1,024 size image and is obtained from SIPI image database. The original
image is shown in Fig. 2a, and the corresponding ground-truth image is shown in
Fig. 2b. The segmentation map obtained by the region growing, mean-shift, and
MRF-based techniques are shown in Fig. 2c–e, where it is observed that many
grass regions are over-segmented and falsely segmented. Similarly, few regions on
the upper right side of the images are misclassified into another class. The result
obtained by the proposed scheme (Fig. 2f) has provided a better segmentation map
with improved boundary.

To provide a quantitative evaluation of the proposed scheme, we have provided
a ground-truth-based performance measures. For evaluating the accuracy of the
proposed segmentation scheme, we have used the pixel by pixel comparison of the

Fig. 1 a Original image, b ground-truth image, c segmentation using region growing scheme,
d segmentation using mean-shift scheme, e segmentation using MRF scheme, f segmentation
using proposed scheme

Fig. 2 a Original image, b ground-truth image, c segmentation using region growing scheme,
d segmentation using mean-shift scheme, e segmentation using MRF scheme, f segmentation
using proposed scheme
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ground-truth images with the obtained spatial segmentation results. This measure
is also called number of misclassified pixels. The number of misclassified pixels
obtained by different scheme is tabulated in Table 1 and reveals that the proposed
scheme gives a better result as compared to the other considered techniques.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we have proposed an edge preserving region growing technique for
segmentation of aerial images. The proposed scheme is demonstrated by seg-
mentation of two-color aerial image segmentation. The results obtained by the
proposed scheme are found to be good. The accuracy of the proposed scheme is
evaluated by comparing the results obtained by it with those of the conventional
region growing, mean-shift, and spatio-contextual MRF-based segmentation
techniques, and results are found to be better. It is observed that the time taken by
the proposed scheme is comparable with that of the conventional region growing
technique and mean-shift technique and is very less than that of the MRF-based
segmentation technique. It is also observed that in a less illuminated and blurred
environment, it fails to give satisfactory results. In this regard, we would like to
develop some algorithm that takes care of illumination invariant edge features to
highlight and improve the segmentation accuracy.
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